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From the earliest comparisons of RNA production with steady-state levels, it has been clear that
cells transcribe more RNA than they accumulate, implying the existence of active RNA degradation
systems. In general, RNA is degraded at the end of its useful life, which is long for a ribosomal RNA
but very short for excised introns or spacer fragments, and is closely regulated for most mRNA
species. RNAmoleculeswith defects in processing, folding, or assemblywith proteins are identified
and rapidly degraded by the surveillance machinery. Because RNA degradation is ubiquitous in all
cells, it is clear that it must be carefully controlled to accurately recognize target RNAs. How this is
achieved is perhaps the most pressing question in the field.mechanisms that specifically identify and target aberrant RNAs
and RNA-protein complexes. This specificity is frequently
conferred by cofactors, of which many have been identified.
Cofactors for RNA Degradation
Helicases
The ATP-dependent RNA helicases are a large protein family that
participates in almost all pathways of RNA processing and
degradation. The eukaryotic exosome complex and the bacterial
degradosome each exhibit both 30 exonuclease and endonu-
clease activity and function together with helicase family
members: Mtr4 and Ski2 with the exosome, and RhlB with the
degradosome (see Bernstein et al., 2008; Chandran et al.,
2007; Lebreton et al., 2008; Schaeffer et al., 2008; Schneider
et al., 2009; Taghbalout and Rothfield, 2008). RNA helicases
can undergo large-scale movement upon ATP binding and
hydrolysis and can translocate along nucleic acids, potentially
unwinding secondary structure or displacing bound proteins
and/or RNA. Alternatively they might act as ‘‘place markers’’ re-
maining temporarily fixed in positionwhile signaling to, or directly
recruiting, the degradation machinery (reviewed in Cordin et al.,
2006; Rajkowitsch et al., 2008).
Polymerases
All exonucleases have problems initiating degradation close to
stable stem structures (see Deutscher, 2006 and references
therein), and the use of polymerases to add a single-stranded
‘‘landing pad’’ for 30 exonucleases is therefore likely to be an
ancient mechanism. In eukaryotes the TRAMP polyadenylation
complexes act as major cofactors for the exosome complex in
both the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae (reviewed in
Houseley et al., 2006) and the fission yeast Schizosaccharomy-
ces pombe (Buhler et al., 2008). The TRAMP complexes contain
a poly(A) polymerase (Trf4 or Trf5 in budding yeast—Cid14 in
S. pombe), a zinc-knuckle putative RNA-binding protein (Air1
or Air2 in budding yeast), and an RNA helicase (Mtr4 in budding
yeast). Defective nuclear RNAs are tagged with a short poly(A)
tail by TRAMP, which also recruits the exosome. In human cells,
homologs of all TRAMP components are present (see Table 1 for
human homologs of yeast RNA degradation factors) and RNARNA Degradation—Conserved Basic Features
In all organisms tested from all kingdoms of life, RNA degrada-
tion is a prevalent activity. Overall, the emerging picture is that
despite the immense complexity of specific RNA degradation
pathways, there are substantial similarities in the basics of
RNA degradation between bacteria, archaea, and eukaryotes,
underlining its major, and long-standing, importance.
There are three major classes of intracellular RNA-degrading
enzymes (ribonucleases or RNases): endonucleases that cut
RNA internally, 50 exonucleases that hydrolyze RNA from the 50
end, and 30 exonucleases that degrade RNA from the 30 end.
Endo and 30 exonucleases have long been characterized in all
domains of life, whereas 50 exonucleases were, until recently,
believed to be absent from bacteria (de la Sierra-Gallay et al.,
2008; Mathy et al., 2007).
Most genomes encode a plethora of RNases, often with
overlapping activities, making redundancy a general feature of
RNA degradation systems. With some important exceptions,
mutation of a single RNA degradation enzyme does not generally
result in a complete block to RNA degradation in either
eukaryotes or bacteria. This indicates that multiple enzymes
are able to recognize the same target RNAs. This redundancy
presumably enhances the overall efficiency and robustness of
degradation pathways.
Many of the enzymes and cofactors involved in RNA process-
ing and degradation are multifunctional. In yeast, for example,
both the 50 exonuclease Rat1 and the 30 exonucleases of the
exosome complex not only target and degrade RNAs
transcribed by RNA polymerases I, II, and III but also function
in RNA-processing reactions that generate the mature termini
of stable RNA species. Similarly, in bacteria the same factors
participate in RNA maturation and in the degradation of both
stable RNAs and messenger RNAs (mRNAs) (Deutscher, 2006).
Such dual functions require that a single enzyme can precisely
process some RNA species to generate defined ends while
retaining the capacity to degrade other RNAs entirely—even
the same RNAs under different circumstances.
This multiplicity of function that characterizes ribonucleases in
both bacteria and eukaryotes underlines the key importance ofCell 136, 763–776, February 20, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 763
Table 1. Human Homologs of Yeast RNA Degradation Factors
Complex
Protein Names
in Yeast Human Homologs (% Identity) Information
50-End Processing Enzymes
Dcp1 DCP1B (34%), DCP1A (33%) Member of decapping complex with Dcp2
Dcp2 DCP2 (37%) Catalytic pyrophosphatase subunit of decapping complex
Rat1 XRN2 (41%) Nuclear 50 exonuclease
Xrn1 (Kem1) XRN2 (36%), XRN1 (35%) Cytoplasmic 50 exonuclease
Core Exosome Highly conserved RNA decay complex
Rrp44 (Dis3) Rrp44 (44%) Only catalytic component of the core exosome;
30 hydrolytic exonuclease and endonuclease activity
Csl4 EXOSC1 (48%) Member of core exosome complex
Rrp4 EXOSC2 (41.6%) Member of core exosome complex
Rrp40 EXOSC3 (35.1%) Member of core exosome complex
Rrp41 EXOSC4 (35.4%) Member of core exosome complex
Rrp42 EXOSC7 (25.1%) Member of core exosome complex
Rrp43 EXOSC8 (29%) Member of core exosome complex
Rrp45 EXOSC9 (34.8%) Member of core exosome complex
Rrp46 EXOSC5 (29.1%) Member of core exosome complex
Mtr3 EXOSC6 (27%) Member of core exosome complex
Exosome-Associated Factors
Rrp6 EXOSC10 (32%) Nuclear-specific exosome component;
30 hydrolytic exonuclease
Rrp47 (Lrp1) C1D (32%) Nuclear exosome cofactor
Mpp6 MPP6 (distantly related) Nuclear exosome cofactor
Ski7 unclear Cytoplasmic exosome cofactor, connects
exosome to Ski complex
TRAMP Complexes Nuclear RNA degradation factors involved in
RNA quality control and cryptic RNA degradation
Trf4 (Pap2) POLS (37%) Nuclear poly(A)
polymerase, TRAMP4 complex component
Trf5 PAPD5 (36%) Nuclear poly(A)
polymerase, TRAMP5 complex component
Air1, Air2 ZCCHC3 (37%, 39%) TRAMP complex components
Mtr4 SKIV2L2 (52%) Helicase, TRAMP complex
component, has TRAMP-independent functions
Ski Complex Cytoplasmic mRNA degradation complex,
also involved in viral suppression
Ski2 SUPV3L1 (40%), SKIV2L (38%) Cytoplasmic helicase, member of exosome
cofactor Ski complex
Ski3 unclear Member of exosome cofactor Ski complex
Ski8 unclear Member of exosome cofactor Ski complex
Sen1-Nrd1-Nab3 Complex Involved in Pol II termination and processing/degradation
of snoRNA, snRNA, and crytpic ncRNAs
Sen1 LOC91431 (36%) Helicase
Nrd1 unclear RNA-binding protein
Nab3 unclear RNA-binding protein
Lsm Complexes 7 member ring-shaped RNA chaperone complexes
Lsm1 LSM1 (45%) Member of cytoplasmic Lsm1-7 complex
Lsm2 LSM2 (63%) Member of both Lsm complexes
Lsm3 LSM3 (41%) Member of both Lsm complexes
Lsm4 LSM4 (31%) Member of both Lsm complexes
Lsm5 LSM5 (51%) Member of both Lsm complexes764 Cell 136, 763–776, February 20, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.
Table 1. Continued
Complex
Protein Names
in Yeast Human Homologs (% Identity) Information
Lsm6 LSM1 (45%) Member of both Lsm complexes
Lsm7 LSM6 (41%) Member of both Lsm complexes
Lsm8 LSM7 (48%) Member of nuclear Lsm2-8 complex
Ccr4-NOT Complex Cytoplasmic deadenylation complex
Ccr4 hCCR4 (18%) Member of Ccr4-NOT complex
Pop2 CNOT7 (39%), CNOT8 (37%) Member of Ccr4-NOT complex
Not1 CNOT1 (27%) Member of Ccr4-NOT complex
Caf40 unclear Member of Ccr4-NOT complex
Mot2 CNOT4 (37%) Member of Ccr4-NOT complex
Caf130 unclear Member of Ccr4-NOT complex
Not5 CNOT3 (33%) Member of Ccr4-NOT complex
Cdc36 CNOT3 (32%) Member of Ccr4-NOT complex
Not3 unclear Member of Ccr4-NOT complex
Caf120 unclear Member of Ccr4-NOT complex
Caf16 CNOT3 (26%) Member of Ccr4-NOT complex
Miscellaneous
Dbr1 DBR1 (38%) Debranches intron lariat structures
Rnt1 RNASEN (32%) Endonuclease involved in Pol I termination
and Pol II termination on some small RNAs
Swt1 unclear Endonuclease involved in perinuclear mRNP surveillance(LaCava et al., 2005). Notably, all eukaryotes tested, with the
exception of budding yeast, have cytoplasmic poly(A) polymer-
ases (Kwak et al., 2008; Rouhana et al., 2005; Stevenson and
Norbury, 2006), suggesting that the mRNA polyadenylation
system may have developed in the cytoplasm before being
transferred into the nucleus.
In human cells the addition of polyuracil tails can also stimulate
RNA degradation (Mullen and Marzluff, 2008). Poly(U) poly-
merase activities are present in many eukaryotes (Kwak et al.,
2008; Rissland and Norbury, 2008), suggesting that this pathway
may also be widespread.
Chaperones
The closely related, ring-shaped complexes termed Lsm1-7 and
Lsm2-8 in eukaryotes and Hfq in bacteria represent another
family of cofactors present in most organisms analyzed
(reviewed in Beggs, 2005). These act as chaperones promoting
RNA-RNA and RNA-protein interactions and regulate the degra-
dation of many RNAs. Poly(U) tails stimulate degradation of
human histone mRNAs via recruitment of the Lsm1-7 complex
(Mullen and Marzluff, 2008), which also plays an important role
in general mRNA turnover. In bacteria, the Hfq complex is
required for the function of numerous small regulatory RNAs
(see below).
In addition, numerous other RNA-binding proteins function in
many RNA degradation pathways, with a greater or lesser
degree of sequence specificity (reviewed in Glisovic et al., 2008).
Roles of Small RNAs
In both bacteria and eukaryotes, large numbers of small regula-
tory RNAs have been characterized. Most characterizeddegradation intermediates have been identified that carry either
poly(A) or tails that are predominantly A (Slomovic et al., 2006;
West et al., 2006). However, functional analysis of a human
TRAMP complex has yet to be reported.
The TRAMP-exosome combination constitutes a potent
system that is responsible for nuclear surveillance of many
different RNAs and RNA-protein complexes. The role of polya-
denylation as a marker for nuclear RNA degradation by the
exosome is conceptually akin to the role of polyubiquitylation
in targeting proteins for degradation by the proteasome (Lorent-
zen and Conti, 2006).
Some 30 exonucleases can function ‘‘in reverse’’ as RNA poly-
merases, including bacterial polynucleotide phosphorylase
(PNPase) or the archaeal exosome (Mohanty and Kushner,
2000; Portnoy et al., 2005). The tails added are predominantly
adenosine, presumably because this is the most abundant
nucleotide in all cells. A plausible evolutionary model is that the
ancestral RNA degradation activity was stimulated by the
addition of such heteropolymeric tails. A dedicated RNA poly(A)
polymerase subsequently arose, and in E. coli this still functions
only in RNA degradation, acting together with PNPase and
RNase R (see Deutscher, 2006), both of which are homologous
to components of the eukaryotic exosome (Allmang et al.,
1999; Symmons et al., 2002). The role of nuclear polyadenylation
in promoting RNA degradation by the exosome therefore closely
resembles the situation in E. coli. This leads to the suggestion
that an ancestral role of polyadenylation in the stimulation of
RNA degradation was retained in the eukaryotic nucleus,
whereas a distinctly different role for poly(A) tails in mRNA
stability and translation emerged in the eukaryotic cytoplasmCell 136, 763–776, February 20, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 765
bacterial small RNAs (sRNAs) act to alter the translation of
separate target RNAs, either positively or negatively (see, for
example, Huang et al., 2008; Sittka et al., 2008). Different sRNAs
can functionally interact, and they can be regulated by poly(A)-
stimulated degradation (Urban and Vogel, 2008). The bacterial
sRNAs therefore show functional similarities to the endogenous,
eukaryotic microRNAs (miRNAs) that also largely act by regu-
lating mRNA translation (see below).
Many bacteria also encode other small RNAs that are tran-
scribed from CRISPR (clustered regularly interspaced short
palindromic repeat) loci and termed prokaryotic silencing
RNAs (psiRNAs) or crRNAs. The CRISPR loci incorporate
multiple short regions that match the sequences of invading
viruses and are transcribed into long pre-crRNA transcripts
that are processed to yield the individual crRNA/psiRNAs. These
provide antiviral defense by guiding endonuclease cleavage of
homologous viral RNAs by the Cascade complex (CRISPR-
associated complex for antiviral defense) (Barrangou et al.,
2007; Brouns et al., 2008; Hale et al., 2008). There is apparent
functional similarity between bacterial crRNA/psiRNAs and
eukaryotic small-interfering RNAs (siRNAs) that direct site-
specific cleavage by the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC).
Similarities and Differences in 50 and 30 Degradation
Pathways
Most cellular RNAs are modified to protect them from 50 exonu-
cleases. InBacillus subtilis, 50 degradation of mRNAs by RNase J
is stimulated by hydrolysis of the 50 triphosphate (de la Sierra-
Gallay et al., 2008; Mathy et al., 2007). In E. coli, primary
transcripts that retain a 50 triphosphate are partially resistant to
degradation because the major endonuclease RNase E is sensi-
tive to 50 structure, strongly favoring degradation of processed
RNAs with a 50-monophosphate (see Celesnik et al., 2007).
Degradation is stimulated by conversion of the protective
triphosphate 50-end structure to a monophosphate by the pyro-
phosphate hydrolyase RppH (Deana et al., 2008). Eukaryotic
mRNAs carry protective 50-cap structures that must be removed
prior to 50 exonuclease degradation. Notably, the decapping
enzyme Dcp2 is related to bacterial RppH (Deshmukh et al.,
2008; She et al., 2008).
In eukaryotes amajor 30 degradation activity is provided by the
exosome complex, the core of which is structurally related to
bacterial PNPase (Liu et al., 2006; Lorentzen et al., 2005; Sym-
mons et al., 2002). Both PNPase and the eukaryotic exosome
can also associate with endonucleases: In E. coli, PNPase binds
to the endonuclease RNase E in the degradosome, whereas in
yeast the N-terminal PIN domain of Rrp44/Dis3 provides the
exosome with endonuclease activity (Lebreton et al., 2008;
Schaeffer et al., 2008; Schneider et al., 2009). Both bacteria
and eukaryotes also harbor multiple other 30 exonucleases,
which frequently show partially overlapping sets of substrates.
Degradation of Different Types of RNA in Eukaryotes
Several different classes of RNA degradation can potentially be
discriminated.
d Processing: Essentially all RNA species are synthesized as
larger precursors and must undergo 30, and in many cases766 Cell 136, 763–776, February 20, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.50, processing by nuclease activities. In addition, many
excised spacer fragments must be degraded, as must
introns excised from mRNA precursors. Such maturation
pathways are integral to the processing of all classes of
RNA and removal of the discarded material probably domi-
nates total RNA degradation.
d mRNAs and non-protein-coding RNAs (ncRNAs): The
regulated turnover of mRNAs is a key factor in the control
of gene expression and an apparently universal feature of
mRNA metabolism. Similarly, most characterized exam-
ples from the seemingly large numbers of unstable ncRNAs
undergo rapid and continuous degradation. This ‘‘constitu-
tive’’ degradation makes these classes of RNA distinct
from the many stable RNA species.
d Quality control: Surveillance pathways appear to be active
on all classes of eukaryotic RNA, constantly identifying
and degrading defective RNAs and RNA-protein
complexes. The in vivo activity of most surveillance
pathways is hard to assess because, in contrast to RNA
processing and mRNA turnover, most RNA surveillance
occurs only on defective RNAs or ribonucleoprotein parti-
cles (RNPs), which are presumably quite rare. Functional
analyses have therefore largely relied on artificially
induced defects—for example mutations in the RNAs or
processing factors—that may not fully reflect the naturally
occurring spectrum of substrates. Exceptions include
mRNAs with premature translation termination codons
(PTCs). These are generated by alternative splicing, or by
programmed genome rearrangements in some specific
cell types, and are targets for nonsense mediated decay
(NMD) pathways.
The three different RNA polymerases present in eukaryotic
cells have very different products—but surveillance systems
apparently see them all. Indeed, a notable feature of the major
yeast RNA degradation activities is their universality—transcripts
generated by RNA polymerases I, II, and III can all be targets
for 30 degradation by the exosome and its TRAMP cofactor, or
for the Rat1 50 exonuclease (Xrn2 in humans). The reasons for
RNA degradation are broadly similar among the different classes
of polymerase products, but there are no obvious structural
features in common between the diverse substrates that are
targeted by the TRAMP/exosome system or Rat1.
RNA Polymerase I
RNA polymerase I produces a single transcript, the polycistronic
RNA encoding three of the four eukaryotic ribosomal RNAs
(rRNA). The mature rRNAs are generated by a complex mix of
endonuclease cleavages and exonuclease trimming. During
rRNA processing, the external and internal transcribed spacer
regions (ETS and ITS) are removed and degraded. Due to the
high production of ribosomes (approximately 2000 min1 in
budding yeast), degradation of the pre-rRNA spacers (3 3
106 nt min1) probably accounts for a substantial fraction of total
cellular RNA degradation.
Surveillance of ribosomal precursors (pre-ribosomes) is highly
active in yeast. Defective pre-ribosomes are largely degraded by
the TRAMP and exosome complexes, but it remains unclear how
aberrant ribosomes are specifically identified and targeted. In
the section ‘‘Kinetic Proofreading in RNA Processing’’ below
we present a model for kinetic proofreading, in which activated,
high-energy intermediates are reiteratively tested to provide very
high overall fidelity.
Most mutations that block pre-rRNA processing do not cause
any substantial accumulation of pre-ribosomes, even though
transcription continues. As a consequence, mutations causing
defects in yeast ribosome synthesis are generally lethal due
to loss of ribosome production. In contrast, inactivation of
ribosome synthesis factors in E. coli generally leads to strong
accumulation of pre-ribosomes. These are partially functional
and hence the mutants are viable, if impaired in growth (see Kac-
zanowska and Ryden-Aulin, 2007). We would predict that the
less active surveillance in bacteria reflects the use of default,
equilibrium pathways (Deutscher, 2006). In these, simple
competition between binding factors determines whether
RNAs and RNPs mature or are degraded, and correct and aber-
rant assembly pathways are distinguished only by differences in
binding energies.
The large number of ribosome synthesis factors that function
during rRNA processing and ribosome assembly must ultimately
be removed from the maturing pre-ribosomes. In many cases
this is probably mediated by specific enzymes such as RNA
helicases, GTPases, and AAA ATPases (reviewed in Henras
et al., 2008). However, it seems likely that in other cases RNP
disassembly might most readily be achieved by degradation of
the RNA component. For example, several ribosome synthesis
factors are released in association with the 50 external
transcribed spacer (50 ETS) region of pre-rRNA, and the
observed very rapid degradation of the 50 ETS is predicted to
promote efficient recycling. The 50 ETS is degraded 30-50 by the
exosome and TRAMP complexes, but the endonuclease activity
of the exosome may contribute to rapid degradation (Lebreton
et al., 2008; Schneider et al., 2009).
Mature, cytoplasmic ribosomal subunits are very stable and
their degradation rate is generally undetectable, but there are
some exceptions. There is evidence for surveillance and prefer-
ential degradation of translationally inactive ribosomal subunits
via rRNA cleavage, at least in yeast (LaRiviere et al., 2006). The
mechanism is not established but is possibly related to the
‘‘no-go decay’’ pathway that degrades mRNAs upon which ribo-
somes have stalled (Figure 1). In addition, recent analyses reveal
that under starvation conditions, mature ribosomes can be
engulfed by the vacuole and degraded in a process that has
been termed ‘‘ribophagy’’ due to its apparent similarities to the
degradation of other cytoplasmic components by the autophagy
pathway (Beau et al., 2008; Kraft et al., 2008). In addition,
a variety of different stresses can induce cleavage of the rRNA
in budding yeast (Mroczek and Kufel, 2008; Thompson et al.,
2008), presumably causing rapid translation inhibition.
RNA Polymerase II
Transcription by RNA Pol II produces many different classes of
RNA, including messenger RNA precursors (pre-mRNA) and
precursors to numerous stable RNAs including small nuclear
RNAs (snRNAs) that function in pre-mRNA splicing, small nucle-
olar RNAs (snoRNAs) that function in ribosome synthesis, andmiRNAs that regulate mRNA translation and stability, as well
as many other ncRNA transcripts. Transcription by RNA Pol II
is accompanied by cotranscriptional 50-end capping, which
confers protection against 50 exonucleases. 50 degradation
therefore requires an initial decapping step to render the end
accessible. Resident nuclear transcripts such as snRNAs and
snoRNAs generally have amodified, hypermethylated cap struc-
ture, perhaps as an additional protection against decapping and
50 degradation.
We can recognize the same steps in mRNA and ribosome
biogenesis, with the pre-mRNA undergoing multiple processing
events (particularly splicing) linked to the activity of multiple ATP-
dependent helicases (see Staley and Guthrie, 1998). Intron
removal and degradation release large nucleotide pools, espe-
cially in metazoans where introns frequently exceed 100 kb.
Intron degradation requires a specialized debranching activity
as the intron lariat released by the splicing machinery is circular-
ized by an exonuclease resistant 20, 50-phosphodiester bond.
The lack of generalized endonuclease activity in the nucleus is
clear from the huge accumulation of intronic RNA observed in
yeast mutants deficient in debranching. Further exonucleolytic
processing of debranched introns leads to complete degrada-
tion in most cases or snoRNA biogenesis for intron-encoded
snoRNAs (Figure 1).
The rate and timing of transcription of mRNAs are controlled
by a set of highly complex and intricate mechanisms, but these
are of limited use without equally precise control over the rate
and timing of mRNA turnover, given that this determines the
amount of mRNA that is actually available to direct protein
production. Turnover of mRNAs therefore plays a key role in
the overall regulation of gene expression. This topic has been
expertly reviewed (see for example Doma and Parker, 2007;
Isken and Maquat, 2008; Rougemaille et al., 2008b; Shyu
et al., 2008) and will be discussed here only briefly. Pre-mRNAs,
but not most other classes of Pol II transcripts, undergo site-
specific 30 cleavage that is coupled to the addition of a long
poly(A) tail by the poly(A) polymerase PAP/Pap1. Unlike the
poly(A) tails added by TRAMP, this does not lead to degradation,
possibly because mRNA polyadenylation is highly processive
and closely accompanied by loading of the poly(A) binding
protein PABP/Pab1. In consequence the released mRNA has
a tail of70–90A residues in yeast and250A in humans, which
is covered by PABP.
The mRNA is then packaged for export in a process that is
tightly linked to transcription (reviewed in Rougemaille et al.,
2008b). Defects in mRNP assembly lead to exosome-dependent
accumulation of the mRNA in association with the site of tran-
scription, followed by mRNA degradation (Figure 1). This linkage
of the defective mRNP to the transcription site can lead to the
movement of the entire genetic locus to the nuclear pore
complexes (Rougemaille et al., 2008a).
In many eukaryotes, sites of successful splicing are marked in
the mRNAs that are exported to the cytoplasm, thus maintaining
a record of the nuclear history of the RNA. The splicing
machinery deposits an ‘‘exon junction complex’’ (EJC) close to
the splice site, whose distribution is assessed by the NMD
machinery in the cytoplasm (Figure 1). This allows the rapid
degradation by the NMD pathway of incorrectly spliced andCell 136, 763–776, February 20, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 767
Figure 1. Processing and Degradation of
RNA Polymerase II Transcripts
Processing of RNA Pol II transcripts can be
divided into six phases.
Capping: An m7G cap is added cotranscriptionally
to the 50 end of the nascent RNA. Failure of this
step is predicted to lead to degradation by 50
exonuclease Rat1 and transcription termination
(see West et al., 2008).
Elongation: During elongation, modification of the
C-terminal domain of RNA Pol II changes from
serine 5 phosphorylation to serine 2 phos-
phorylation. If clusters of Nrd1-Nab3 sites are
encountered during the Ser5P period, transcrip-
tion is terminated, followed by 30 exonucleolytic
degradation (Gudipati et al., 2008). This leads to
complete degradation or sn(o)RNA 30-end forma-
tion depending on the nature of transcript.
Splicing: Introns are removed by splicing
machinery, leaving the 50-20 linked intron lariat.
This is debranched by Dbr1 (Chapman and Boeke,
1991) and degraded by exonucleases from both
ends, leading, in most cases, to complete de-
gradation or to maturation of intron-encoded
snoRNAs.
Termination: Cleavage and polyadenylation are
mediated by a large protein complex. The 30 end
of the RNA remains on the elongating polymerase
but is no longer capped. This allows the 50
exonuclease Rat1 to chase and ‘‘torpedo’’ the
transcribing polymerase (see West et al., 2008).
Export: mRNA is packaged and exported to the
cytoplasm. This can fail for multiple reasons,
leading to degradation of the mRNA by 50 and/or
30 exonucleases and retention at the transcription
site (Rougemaille et al., 2008b). Either coupled to
nuclear export or occurring soon thereafter, the
transcript undergoes a primary round of transla-
tion, followed by degradation if premature stop
codons are detected. This occurs by different
mechanisms in different organisms (Isken and
Maquat, 2008).
Translation: mRNA undergoes multiple rounds of
translation, during which time the poly(A) tail is
progressively shortened. The major deadenylase
activity in yeast and humans is probably a complex
including Ccr4 andCaf1, both of which have dead-
enylase activity (see Schwede et al., 2008).
Another deadenylase PARNmay playmore impor-
tant roles in regulated deadenylation, particularly
during development (see Kim and Richter, 2006).
Degradation can occur via surveillance pathways, including non-stop decay (NSD) and no-go decay (NGD), that deal with stalled ribosomes (Isken andMaquat,
2008). Following poly(A) tail removal the mRNA body can be decapped by the Dcp1-Dcp2 complex and then subject to either 50 exonuclease degradation by
Xrn1 or 30 degradation by the exosome.768 Cell 136, 763–776, February 20, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.are the AU-rich elements (AREs), which are bound by a number
of proteins to either extend or shorten mRNA life span, often in
response to extracellular signals (see, for example, Vasudevan
and Steitz, 2007).
It is widely assumed that mRNAs that have been deadeny-
lated, or have been translationally repressed by miRNA binding,
are released from polysomes prior to 50 degradation in cyto-
plasmic processing bodies (P bodies) (see Franks and Lykke-
Andersen, 2008; Shyu et al., 2008). However, recent analyses
have called these conclusions into question by showing that,other defective mRNAs that potentially encode truncated
proteins (reviewed in Isken and Maquat, 2008; Stalder and Muh-
lemann, 2008).
Once in the cytoplasmmRNAs undergo progressive deadeny-
lation at rates that are specific for each mRNA species. This
provides a timing mechanism that confers a defined lifetime,
rather than a stochastic half-life, on each mRNA species. The
mRNP therefore contains information that defines its own life
span, although the nature of most determinants remains poorly
understood. The best characterized stability/instability elements
at least in yeast, the major steps in mRNA 50 degradation, dead-
enylation, decapping, and 50 exonuclease digestion can all occur
on polysomes (J. Coller, personal communication).
Until recently, analyses of eukaryotic mRNA and pre-mRNA
degradation have concentrated on exonuclease activities;
however, a regulated human mRNA turnover pathway that
utilizes the endonuclease Pmr1 has long been known (see
Peng et al., 2008), and recent analyses suggest that this is
more prevalent than anticipated. In Drosophila, NMD was found
to be initiated by cleavage of the defective RNA (Gatfield and
Izaurralde, 2004), and a metal-ion binding, PIN domain in the
NMD factor Smg6 is required for this activity (Huntzinger et al.,
2008). Endonuclease activities were recently identified in other
PIN-domain proteins: Swt1, which is implicated in perinuclear
mRNP surveillance (Skruzny et al., 2008), and the exosome
component Rrp44 (Lebreton et al., 2008; Schaeffer et al., 2008;
Schneider et al., 2009).
Cleavage of the nascent mRNA at the polyadenylation site
provides an entry point for the 50 exonuclease Rat1, which then
chases the transcribing polymerase and causes termination—
the ‘‘Torpedo’’ mechanism (see West et al., 2008). This is impor-
tant to reduce readthrough of elongating polymerase II into
adjacent genes and associated downregulation of promoter
elements. However, termination of Pol II transcripts can be
achieved in ways other than polyadenylation-linked cleavage.
Cotranscriptional endonuclease cleavage of nascent human
b-globin RNA is important for transcription termination (see
West et al., 2008), although the mechanism is not established.
Termination on yeast snRNA genes and many snoRNAs is trig-
gered by a complex between the RNA helicase Sen1 and the
Nrd1-Nab3 heterodimer. Nrd1 interacts with the C-terminal
domain of the large subunit of RNA polymerase II and both
Nrd1 and Nab3 can bind to the RNA transcript (Carroll et al.,
2007; Gudipati et al., 2008; Vasiljeva et al., 2008). This leads to
release of a nonpolyadenylated transcript that undergoes exonu-
cleolytic 30 processing, involving the exosome complex, to the
mature 30 end of the RNA. Nrd1-Nab3 acts as an exosome
cofactor, indicating a dual role in terminating transcription and
recruiting the exosome to these RNAs. It has, however, been
difficult to determine which activities are actually responsible
for 30-end maturation of snRNAs and snoRNAs. Mutations in
the exosome or other 30 exonucleases lead to accumulation of
extended precursors but not to loss of the mature RNA. Presum-
ably this reflects redundancy in the processing pathways.
30-end processing on other yeast snoRNAs is initiated via
endonucleolytic cleavage by the RNase III-like double-strand-
specific endonuclease Rnt1. However, this apparently does
not provide an entry for Rat1, and termination still requires the
Nrd1-Nab3-Sen1 complex (Kim et al., 2006). In human cells,
snRNA 30-end maturation is substantially different and requires
a specific modification, phosphorylation of Ser7, in the 7 amino
acid C-terminal repeat domain (CTD) of the largest subunit of
RNA Pol II (Egloff et al., 2007). This surprising finding revealed
that Pol II termination can be defined at transcriptional initiation
and is not just dependent on sequences encountered during
elongation.
RNA polymerase II also generates the precursors to the very
small RNA species, miRNAs, siRNAs, and piRNAs, which insome cases target mRNAs and other RNAs for degradation.
These pathways are described in detail elsewhere in this issue
and will be discussed only briefly here. The effectors of miRNA
and siRNA function are two related RNP complexes, the cyto-
plasmic RISC and the nuclear RNA-induced transcriptional
silencing complex (RITS). Each complex can direct site-specific
cleavage of target RNAs that show extensive complementarity to
the miRNA or siRNA, which is mediated by the ‘‘slicer’’ activity of
an Argonaute protein (Figure 2). In the cytoplasm, the RISC
complex also targets mRNAs that show only partial complemen-
tarity to the miRNA, generally binding to sequences in the
30-untranslated region. This results in decreased translation
and increased 50 and 30 degradation (see Figure 2 and Eulalio
et al., 2008; Wu and Belasco, 2008).
The siRNAs and miRNAs are themselves subject to active
degradation by the 30-exoribonuclease Eri1, which acts to
negatively regulate the activity of miRNA/siRNA-mediated
gene repression by degrading siRNA-containing duplexes
(Figure 2). Eri1 also functions in rRNA processing (Ansel et al.,
2008; Gabel and Ruvkun, 2008), and this is also the case for
two DEAD-box helicases that function together with Drosha in
pri-miRNA processing (Fukuda et al., 2007), suggesting the
evolution of the miRNA-processing system from pre-existing
RNA-processing factors. In plants a related but distinct family
of single-strand-specific small RNA degrading nucleases
(SDNs) limits miRNA levels and is important for normal develop-
ment (Ramachandran and Chen, 2008) (Figure 2). Both the Eri1
and SDN families are widely conserved among eukaryotes,
and it seems likely that these regulatory pathwayswill be of wide-
spread importance.
Non-Protein-Coding RNAs
Recent analyses have demonstrated that yeast and human cells
transcribe almost their entire genomes, implying the existence of
a hugemass of hidden, or cryptic, ncRNAs, which are believed to
be generally transcribed by RNApolymerase II (reviewed in Ama-
ral et al., 2008). In fact, evidence for the existence of a complex
population of nuclear RNAs inmammalian cells is not new;meta-
bolic labeling performed 30 years ago indicated that the majority
of newly synthesized transcripts are retained and degraded
within the mouse nucleus, forming the heterogeneous nuclear
RNA (hnRNA) population (see, for example, Brandhorst and
McConkey, 1974). However, over time these observations
came to be largely discounted, until supported by deep
sequence analyses (Birney et al., 2007; Han et al., 2007; Maeda
et al., 2006).
The ncRNAs probably fall into several different classes: some
may be basic transcriptional noise, generated at low levels
throughout the genome due the inability of the transcription
machinery to identify true promoters. On thermodynamic princi-
ples, a plausible signal to noise for Pol II transcription initiation
has been suggested at around 104 (Struhl, 2007), corresponding
to a large number of nonspecific transcripts in any organismwith
a large genome. High levels of short, cryptic antisense tran-
scripts that are targets for the exosome are generated from
promoter regions in human cells (Core et al., 2008; He et al.,
2008; Preker et al., 2008; Seila et al., 2008) and yeast (Davis
and Ares, 2006) (Neil et al., 2009), and this may also be theCell 136, 763–776, February 20, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 769
Figure 2. siRNA- and miRNA-Directed RNA Degradation
The primary transcripts for endogenous microRNAs (pri-miRNAs) generally
undergo two-step processing. Cotranscriptional cleavage by a complex that
includes the double-strand endonuclease Drosha generates a pre-miRNA
(Morlando et al., 2008). This is exported to the cytoplasm, where cleavage
by Dicer generates a mature-sized, double-stranded product. In contrast,
exogenously added and endogenously synthesized long, perfectly comple-
mentary double-stranded RNAs are processed to small-interfering RNAs
(siRNAs) by the dicer complex alone. In both cases, a short (approximately
22 nt) single-stranded RNA is finally integrated into the RNA-induced silencing
complex (RISC), which always includes a member of the Argonaut (Ago)
protein family—the key mediators of miRNA function (see Diederichs and
Haber, 2007). The active RISC complex can target RNAs that show complete
complementarity to the miRNA or siRNA, leading to site-specific endonu-
clease cleavage by Ago, followed by degradation of the resulting target RNA
fragments by Xrn1 and the exosome. However, endogenous miRNAs can,
and generally do, target mRNAs with only partial complementarity.
Interactions with Ago result in decreased translation, together with increased770 Cell 136, 763–776, February 20, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.case for transcription terminator regions. These may be of func-
tional importance or simply reflect the accessibility of the chro-
matin structure in promoter regions. In addition to these possibly
‘‘spurious’’ transcripts, both yeast and human cells also contain
ncRNA transcription units that appear to fit most reasonable
definitions of genes, being transcribed from apparently dedi-
cated promoters. These ncRNA genes can be located either
within intergenic regions or antisense to protein-coding genes.
Discussion of the function of these diverse ncRNAs is beyond
the scope of this Review. However, a common feature that all
seem to share is high instability, which probably explains why
they largely escaped detection and analysis for so long. For
example, an ncRNA transcribed through the yeast GAL1-10
cluster was found to be present at the extremely low abundance
of 1 molecule per 14 cells (Houseley et al., 2008). The degrada-
tion of ncRNAs is best understood in yeast, where several
distinct features each contribute to rapid degradation. The first
is redundancy; individual RNAs can be targeted for degradation
by the exosome complex by several different cofactors (Milligan
et al., 2008). The second is cotranscriptional association of the
surveillance machinery. The exosome cofactors, Nrd1-Nab3,
and the TRAMP complex associate with at least some nascent
transcripts (Carroll et al., 2007; Houseley et al., 2007; Vasiljeva
et al., 2008), in effect pretargeting RNAs for destruction as
soon as their synthesis is completed. Recent data hint that
a third feature promoting rapid ncRNA degradation might be
endonuclease cleavage.
RNA Polymerase III
RNA Pol III produces multiple small stable RNAs, including
tRNAs, the 5S rRNA, the U6 snRNA, and the RNA component
of signal recognition particle (SRP). Most of these have far
simpler processing than ribosomal RNA as the mature 50 ends
are mostly at the transcription initiation site, with the 30 ends
produced by simple trimming. An exception is tRNA, which
undergoes 50 cleavage by RNase P and has a 30-terminal CCA
added by a dedicated polymerase. Less is known about the
surveillance of Pol III transcripts than the products of other poly-
merases. However, RNA Pol III products do undergo nuclear
surveillance. This can occur via poly(A) addition by the TRAMP
complex and 30 degradation by the exosome. Evidence for this
exists for 5S rRNA, U6 snRNA, the RNA component of SRP,
and pre-tRNAs (Copela et al., 2008; Kadaba et al., 2006). The
most studied TRAMP-exosome substrate is initiator tRNAimet
that is undermethylated (Schneider et al., 2007; Vana´cova´
et al., 2005); however, the major surveillance pathway for most
undermodified tRNAs involves 50 degradation by the Rat1 and
Xrn1 exonucleases (Chernyakov et al., 2008). Involvement of
the nuclear 50 exonuclease Rat1 implies the nuclear import of
decapping by Dcp1/Dcp2 and increased deadenylation by the Ccr4-Caf1-
NOT complex (Eulalio et al., 2009). This is followed by 50 and 30 exonuclease
degradation of the mRNA body by Xrn1 and the exosome. For more detailed
information, see Eulalio et al. (2008) and Wu and Belasco (2008). The activity
of miRNA and siRNA pathways is also modulated by RNA degradation.
Double-stranded siRNAs can be degraded by Eri1-related proteins, while
single-stranded miRNAs can be degraded by Sdn1-related proteins (Ansel
et al., 2008; Gabel and Ruvkun, 2008; Ramachandran and Chen, 2008).
defective tRNAs. Uncharged yeast tRNAs are imported by the
adaptor Mtr10/Kap111 (reviewed in Hopper and Shaheen,
2008), and this pathway may also allow other defective tRNA
species to be ‘‘inspected’’ by the nuclear RNA surveillance
system. Surprisingly, in human cells, plants, yeast, and other
fungi, tRNAs can undergo cleavage of the anticodon loop (Jochl
et al., 2008; Thompson et al., 2008). This can be under develop-
mental regulation or, like rRNA cleavage, can occur in response
to oxidative stress, potentially acting to reduce translation.
RNA Polymerases IV and V
In plants, two additional RNA polymerases have been character-
ized (see Wierzbicki et al., 2008). Termed RNA Pol IV and V
(or nuclear RNA polymerase D and E) these appear to function
specifically in siRNA-mediated gene silencing, with RNA Pol IV
generating the siRNA precursors and RNA Pol V generating
ncRNA targets for the siRNAs.
Why Is RNA Degradation so Efficient?
The most notable feature of most characterized eukaryotic RNA
degradation pathways is their striking efficiency. In yeast
mutants with ribosome synthesis defects, the pre-rRNAs are
generally degraded with almost undetectable intermediates—
kilobases of RNA with dozens of associated proteins apparently
just vanish—and this despite their very high rates of synthesis.
Degradation of ncRNAs is also so efficient that their widespread
existence is only now becoming apparent. So—why has this
dramatically high efficiency been selected by evolution?
One possible explanation for the extreme rapidity of RNA
degradation, and perhaps also for the apparently greater
prevalence of exonuclease activities rather than endonucleases,
is the finding that a variety of different types of small RNA (such
as miRNAs, siRNAs, and piRNAs) exert potent effects on gene
expression at multiple steps from chromatin structure to transla-
tion and mRNA turnover. There may therefore have been strong
and long-standing selection against the accumulation of random
RNA fragments, particularly from highly expressed RNAs.
Indeed, loss of TRAMP-mediated RNA degradation is known
to allow inappropriate entry of rRNA and tRNA fragments into
the RNAi pathway in fission yeast (Buhler et al., 2008).
Bacterial PNPase and the archaeal exosome each include
three active sites for phosphorolytic exonuclease activity, but
this phosphorolytic activity has apparently been lost in the
eukaryotic exosome (Dziembowski et al., 2007). Instead, the
eukaryotic exosome core can associate with the hydrolytic
exonucleases Rrp44/Dis3 (which is related to E. coli RNase R)
and Rrp6/PM-Scl100 (which is related to E. coli RNase D).
A notable difference between phosphorolytic and hydrolytic
exonuclease activities is that hydrolysis is strongly thermody-
namically favored, whereas phosphorolysis is energetically
neutral. This might make the eukaryotic exosome much better
than PNPase or the archaeal exosome at degrading through
stable RNA-protein (RNP) structures—without generating degra-
dation intermediates that can enter the RNAi pathway.
It is also possible that RNAs accumulating in the absence of
active degradation could disrupt DNA replication and other
activities more directly by forming RNA-DNA hybrids, as hasbeen proposed for telomeric ncRNAs in yeast strains defective
for the 50 exonuclease Rat1 (Luke et al., 2008).
In addition, the accumulation of RNA species is predicted to
cause sequestration of RNA-binding proteins, both cognate
and noncognate. In some cases the abundance of specific
proteins may become limiting. For example, a rapidly growing
budding yeast cell synthesizes some 2000 ribosomes per
minute—a number close to the estimated abundance of several
ribosome synthesis factors (Ghaemmaghami et al., 2003). Thus
a delay of just 1 min in recycling these factors will lead to their
effective depletion. In some cases the ribosome synthesis
factors are released from the pre-ribosomes in association
with excised spacer fragments, underlining the importance of
the observed rapid spacer degradation. Moreover, the relative
abundance of different RNA-binding factors can have a substan-
tial impact, for example in the selection of alternative sites of pre-
mRNA splicing. Alterations in the relative levels of constitutive
RNA-binding proteins can lead to tissue-specific splicing
patterns (see, for example, Kashima et al., 2007; Venables
et al., 2008). Some factors involved, such as hnRNP A1, show
limited sequence specificity and could well be bound nonspecif-
ically by accumulated RNA degradation intermediates.
A further important predicted function for pervasive RNA
degradation is in viral suppression; the RNA surveillance
machinery would be capable of compromising, even if not
completely degrading, the genomes of single-stranded RNA
viruses. It is therefore unsurprising that single-stranded RNA
viruses show a wide range of end adaptations expected to
thwart surveillance including capping, polyadenylation, tRNA
mimicry, terminal hairpins, and 50-30 panhandle structures (see
Hong et al., 1998). These features are mostly multifunctional
making their contribution to viral RNA stability hard to analyze;
however, evidence exists for polyadenylation directly impacting
the stability of hepatitis B virus (Lee et al., 2008) and for capping
being required to protect brome mosaic virus from 50 exonucle-
ases (Ahola et al., 2000). Viruses are also known to utilize cellular
mRNA stabilizing factors; the Sindbis virus 30 UTR has a number
of stabilizing elements, including poly(U) tracts, that interact with
currently unidentified host proteins (Garneau et al., 2008). The
evolution of viruses immune to this innate defense has, of
course, driven the emergence of much more advanced systems
for viral RNA degradation such as the siRNA system in plants and
invertebrates. Viruses have also hijacked RNA degradation
components to aid their replication. Brome mosaic virus uses
the Lsm complex to turn off translation (Noueiry et al., 2003)
and move to P bodies where replication can occur (Beckham
et al., 2007). Given that an RNA cannot be replicated and trans-
lated simultaneously, this switching event is required after the
translation of sufficient replication factor to allow unimpeded
viral replication.
Finally, it is notable that most organisms also possess a range
of nonspecific RNases, in addition to the RNA-processing and
degradation factors discussed so far. Among these aremamma-
lian RNase A and fungal RNase T1, with which many readers will
be familiar. These are extracellular enzymes that, unlike most
intercellular processing enzymes, cleave target RNAs to leave
50-hydroxyl and 30-phosphate groups. Humans produce abun-
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seems very likely that this acts to reduce contamination with
RNAs, whether internally or externally derived, preventing their
entry into other RNA-processing pathways.
Kinetic Proofreading in RNA Processing
Two basic questions emerge from studies of many RNP-
assembly and RNA-processing pathways: why are they so
complicated and, given this complexity, how are ‘‘defective’’
particles distinguished from ‘‘normal’’ intermediates and selec-
tively targeted for degradation? In this section we discuss
models for how this might be achieved with particular reference
to ribosome synthesis in budding yeast, but the basic premises
may hold for other pathways including mRNA processing. Many
analyses indicate that surveillance is very active during ribosome
synthesis but the pre-ribosomes are too big (1–20 MDa) to be
‘‘seen’’ by any single surveillance factor. The pathway is also
extremely complex—with at least 180 protein factors, 75
snoRNPs, 79 ribosomal proteins, and 7 kb of pre-rRNA that
undergoes a multistep processing pathway. The possibilities
for errors are clearly enormous, and it seems imperative that
surveillance occurs at multiple steps during maturation.
An Equilibrium Model for Surveillance—and Its
Problems
A widely accepted general model for surveillance of RNP
synthesis is shown in Figure 3A, which we will refer to as an
‘‘equilibrium model.’’ In such models the correct binding of
factors is discriminated from incorrect binding solely on the basis
of the differences in binding energy. Correct binding is energet-
ically favored and in turn favors the next step(s) in the maturation
pathway. In contrast, incorrect binding is relatively disfavored,
reduces forward processing, and promotes targeting of the
RNP for a discard pathway. This basic mechanism has been
proposed for several RNA-processing pathways including
mRNA maturation (Doma and Parker, 2007).
There are, however, substantial problems with equilibrium
models. Consider the case of protein complexes bound incor-
rectly. Incorrect binding competes with correct binding, and
this discrimination is at the heart of all biological processes. All
RNA-binding proteins show some nonspecific affinity for RNA
and so will bind noncognate sites. These will be of low affinity
but on a 7 kb long pre-rRNA are likely to be very numerous.
The mass-action effect of numerous incorrect sites may there-
fore outweigh the greater stability at the single correct site.
This probably underlies the observation that most ribosome
synthesis factors tested show no clear site specificity in pre-
rRNA binding in vitro. At sites that resemble the authentic binding
site—near-cognate sites—the binding energy will not differ
greatly from the cognate-binding site. There is an energy cost
associated with any accurate separation process, due to
decreased entropy. So, if the difference in binding energy
between cognate and near cognate sites is small, the complexes
cannot be efficiently separated.
Other problems arise when we consider mutants defective in
ribosome synthesis, in which degradation of pre-ribosomes is
greatly elevated (Figure 3B). In an equilibriummodel this increase
must be driven by mass action and should be accompanied by
a great accumulation of precursors unless default degradation
levels are very high. However, yeast ribosome synthesis mutants772 Cell 136, 763–776, February 20, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.do not generally show strong pre-rRNA accumulation. Mathe-
matical analysis of equilibrium models reveals that achieving
sufficiently high rates of degradation when maturation is in-
hibited requires substantial degradation of ‘‘normal’’ intermedi-
ates at each proofreading step (Karbstein, 2009). However, in
any multistep pathway high degradation levels would permit
very little product formation.
Surveillance via equilibrium binding and competition between
degradation and maturation activities does not therefore appear
to be sufficient to account for the properties of the pathway.
Kinetic Proofreading in Ribosome Synthesis
An established mechanism for increasing the accuracy of simple
biological processes is kinetic proofreading, first proposed by
John Hopfield (Hopfield, 1974) (see Figure 3C). Within a proof-
reading module, the reaction is driven (for example by coupling
to hydrolysis of a nucleotide triphosphate) and essentially
irreversible. The initial step of equilibrium complex formation
does not lead directly to product formation. Instead, a transient
high-energy intermediate is generated, which is then resolved
into product or degradation pathways. A time delay can there-
fore be introduced between initial complex formation and
activation, to allow discrimination between cognate and noncog-
nate binding based on the enhanced dissociation rate of the
latter. In the context of ribosome synthesis, this delay may be
particularly important. Major problems will be incorrect binding
of factors and the failure of factors to bind in a timely manner,
both of which will presumably occur very frequently. We specu-
late that the time delay before activation of the proofreading
system generally takes care of these during normal maturation.
Degradation will be a ‘‘last resort’’ when things have gone badly
wrong.
Generation of each proofread intermediate absolutely requires
an energy input—to avoid the RNA surveillancemachinery acting
as a Maxwell’s Demon, a theoretical (and impossible) entity that
can sort molecules without expending energy. To preferentially
degrade incorrectly assembled complexes, the system must
‘‘know’’ that the complex is incorrect. But all knowledge comes
at a price—in this case the price is the energy required to offset
the entropic decrease involved in separating the two populations
into correct and incorrect. Because of the energy input, a kinetic
proofreading system (Figure 3C) is potentially more accurate
than can possibly be achieved by systems utilizing binding equi-
libria alone. Yeast ribosome synthesis involves 19 RNA-stimu-
lated ATPases (RNA helicases) and 6 GTPases (Henras et al.,
2008), and we speculate that these provide the energy for kinetic
proofreading.
Hopfield (Hopfield, 1974) further proposed that overall accu-
racy could be enhanced by introducing multiple steps, each of
which is essentially irreversible because it is accompanied by
the expenditure of energy. Surveillance can occur at each step
in this ‘‘molecular ratchet,’’ giving very high overall accuracy.
We suggest that many steps in ribosome synthesis act as indi-
vidual kinetic proofreading modules, providing a potential ratio-
nale for the Byzantine complexity of the biogenesis pathway.
Conclusions
Almost all organisms analyzed possess multiple, often partially
redundant RNA degradation systems that collectively show
Cell 136, 763–776Figure 3. Models for Surveillance during
RNA-Protein Complex Formation
(A) Equilibrium model for RNP assembly. Forma-
tion of the correct complex is favored over the
incorrect complex due to the difference in binding
energy of the two resulting substrates. The system
can also discriminate toward the correct substrate
in formation of the product and toward the incor-
rect product in a degradative side reaction. This
results in a discrimination process whose effec-
tiveness is solely related to the difference in
binding energies, which will be low for near-
cognate interactions.
(B) Effects of inhibition of processing. As the reac-
tions are in equilibrium, increased accumulation of
the precursor will drive increased degradation by
mass action. Note, however, that a large increase
in flux through the degradation pathway requires
a large increase in the precursor pool, whereas
this is not observed for most yeast mutants
deficient in ribosome synthesis.
(C) Kinetic proofreading. Here, the complexes that
form initially are not converted directly to product.
Instead, a nonequilibrium reaction generates
a transient high-energy intermediate (indicated
with an asterisk) that is subsequently converted
to the products or channeled into a discard
pathway. The proofreading allows discrimination
against binding of the incorrect substrate. To
obtain high overall fidelity, the proofreading
modules can be repeated, as long as each conver-
sion involves an energy input.
(D) Kinetic proofreading in RNP assembly. In this
model, any RNP assembly pathway can be sche-
matized as a series of equilibrium-binding steps
for RNAs and/or proteins, each separated by
proofreading modules. For complex RNPs such
as ribosomes, the number of proofreading
modules would presumably be quite large.
Successive proofreading modules act as
a ‘‘molecular ratchet’’ increasing overall fidelity., February 20, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 773
great potency in clearing RNAs and RNA-protein complexes that
are defective or no longer required. Despite many differences in
detail, key features of RNA degradation have been conserved
over long evolutionary distances, underlining its consistently
high importance. The major use of regulatory RNAs in both
bacteria and eukaryotes probably makes it imperative that
RNA degradation intermediates not be allowed to accumulate,
given that these are likely to have detrimental effects on the
regulation of gene expression.
The maturation pathways of many RNPs are strikingly
complex, and to a degree that appears to be quite excessive.
Pre-tRNAs, pre-snRNAs, and at least some pre-snoRNAs can
be exported to the cytoplasm only to be subsequently reim-
ported (Hopper and Shaheen, 2008; Watkins et al., 2007; Yong
et al., 2004), and even apparently simple 30 trimming can turn
out, on closer inspection, to contain multiple intermediate steps
(see for example Kufel et al., 2003). We speculate that, in part,
the evolution of complexity in RNP maturation represents the
proliferation of proofreading modules. At the very least, we
predict that the presence of kinetic proofreading modules
renders such complexity feasible without unacceptable error
rates during assembly and processing.
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